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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a framework and a
service model improving the understanding of
domain requirements acquisition for IT-service
systems development. The service model fills the
gap in domain specific requirements elicitation
through its base in the classical rhetorical frame
introduced by Hermagoras of Temnos and
through the interpretation of the domain in terms
of service offerings. The model is validated by a
real-life
situation
–
to
establish
an
ophthalmologic Disease Diagnosis Decision
Support Network (DDDSN) for age-related
macular degeneration (ARMD) treatments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The field of Information Systems (IS) is
shifting towards advanced and crossdisciplinary IT-service systems engineering.
For example, Medical, Environmental,
Disaster Recovery, Life-Science, etc., are
such domains that largely invest on
advanced
cross-disciplinary IT-service
systems. The implication of this shift is that
those IT-service systems are then subject to
evaluations of systems functioning based on
its trustworthiness, flexibility to change, and

efficient manageability and maintainability.
Those systems development endeavors
demand their developers to understand the
systems functioning within its domain of
usage and its service. Today, organizations
opt to define, develop and deploy crossdisciplinary IT-service systems, making
those resulting applications available for end
users to amalgamate or mash-up those into
end-user-situational services in ways that the
developers may not originally envision [1].
1.1 IT Service Systems
IT service systems combine and integrate
the value created in different design contexts
of; person-to-person encounters, technology
enabled self-service, computational services,
multi-channel, multi-device, and locationbased and context-aware services [2]. There
is a substantial subset of IT service systems
that can be described as “informationintensive”, and it takes a more abstract view
of service contexts that highlights what
person-to-person,
self-service,
and
automated or computational services are.
The IT-service system view reveals the
intrinsic design challenges that derive from
the nature of the information required to
perform a service, and emphasizes the
design
choices
that
allocate
the
responsibility to provide this information
between the service provider and service
consumer. Taken together, the information
requirements and the division of labor for
satisfying them determine the nature and
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intensity of the interactions in the IT-service
system. This more abstract approach that
applies to all contexts overcomes many of
the limitations of design approaches that
focus more narrowly on the distinctive
concerns of each context [3]. The missing
link in IT-service systems design and
development is the service concept itself [4].
A service centered domain requirements
elicitation can contribute to the demarcation
of the domain in terms of services as well as
the use of terminology specific to the
domain
leading
to
an
improved
understanding of the domain [4] [5].
IT-service systems are typical software
systems that concentrate their operating on
data or information they provide. None the
less an IT-service system must comply with
its functioning according to the needs and
rules of the domain it serves. IT-service
systems must serve a domain consisting of a
comprehensive set of service offerings. The
understanding
of
domain
and
its
requirements are more important than ever
as we extend ourselves to cross-disciplinary
IT-service systems development.
From solution modeling to domain
requirements modeling
Domain engineering focuses on capturing
knowledge gathered during the software
engineering process. Domain Engineering
stems from software product line designing
to improve the quality of developed software
products through reuse of software artifacts
[25] and claims that most developed
software systems are not new systems but
rather variants of other systems within the
same field [25]. Classically it concentrates
on the development of reusable artifacts
dealing with
specifying, designing,
implementing, and managing reusable
assets, such as specification sets, patterns,
and components, that may be suitable, after
customization,
adaptation,
or
even
extension, to families of software product
components to be reused in new software
systems at low cost and higher quality [26].
This produces not only a set of software
implementation components relevant to the
domain, but also reusable and configurable

requirements and designs. As a result,
through the use of domain engineering,
businesses can maximize profits and reduce
time-to-market by using the concepts and
implementations from prior software
systems and applying them to the target
system [25] [26].
Domain engineering, like application
software engineering, consists of three
primary phases: analysis, design, and
implementation. However, where software
engineering focuses on a single system,
domain engineering focuses on a family of
systems [26]. Domain analysis is used to
define the domain, collect information about
the domain, and produce a domain model
[26]. Through the use of feature models
(initially conceived as part of the featureoriented domain analysis methods), domain
analysis aims to identify the common points
in a domain and the varying points in the
domain [26]. A domain specific language
aims at designing and developing languages
that support the terminologies of domains
and at defining, implementing, and
validating syntactic and semantic rules that
enable combinations of terms [27]. A basis
theory for application domain languages is
currently under development, e.g. based on
description logics, artificial intelligence,
logical calculi, ontologies, and VDM.
A good domain model could serves as a
reference to resolve ambiguities later in the
process, with a repository of knowledge
about the domain characteristics and
definition, and a specification to developers
of products which are part of the domain
[29]. It is possible through the use of domain
analysis, the development of configurable
requirements and architectures, rather than
static configurations which would be
produced by a traditional application
engineering approach. Conceptual modeling
contributions of Domain Engineering is on
capturing, representing, analyzing and
processing knowledge about the solution
and how this knowledge can contribute to
software engineering, and do not contributed
to explore conceptualization in terms of
understanding the domain [30].
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D. Bjorner [6] divides software engineering
into three main phases: application domain
description, requirements prescriptions, and
systems specifications. He calls these phases
the system development triptych. The
application domain description is a model
describing the application domain, its
entities, functions, events, and behavior. It is
based on a formal, semi-formal or natural
language which allows us to formulate a set
of theorems or postulates or properties that
are claimed to behold of the domain model.
The challenge of application domain
description and modeling is: to achieve a set
of languages, principles, methods, theories
and techniques; as well as a set of
management practices; which together cover
all of today’s and the immediately foreseen
applications, their variations and their
evolution in future; which by careful use and
thoughtful consideration support software
systems during evolution from initial
development via repeated adaptive and
perfective maintenance to final disposition,
and which ensure a near bug-free software
as is humanly conceivable.
The grand challenge of application domain
modeling is the evolution of the application
domain itself. This challenge becomes
crucial for modern IT-service systems such
as web information systems (WIS), due to
the low ’half-life’ period observed for these
systems applications and the high potential
to evolution, migration, and integration.
Therefore, the incorporation of a serviceoffering perspective into application domain
requirements modeling approach have a
great potential to contribute to advanced
cross-disciplinary systems building in the
large.
Problems of IS Systems Modeling
Techniques
IS modeling techniques suffer from a
number of weaknesses [7]. These
weaknesses are mainly caused by
concentration on database modeling [23], on
the functionalism applied and by nonconsideration of application domain
problems [24] that must be solved by ITservice systems.

Unfortunately, domain models in the field
of domain engineering are heavily
influenced by this database solution
modeling practice of capturing, representing,
analyzing and processing knowledge about
the solution and how this knowledge can
contribute
to
software
engineering.
Conceptual modeling has much to gain in
contributing to the domain understanding
[30]. Therefore, this paper presents a
conceptual
model
and
a
domain
requirements modeling language for
engineering cross-disciplinary IT-service
systems.
The paper is organized as follows: Section
2 is an overview of a real-life IT service
systems development initiative from the
domain of medicine and thus highlights the
uniqueness of our contribution. Section 3
provides an evaluation of the state of
research initiatives that have been
contributing to developing a service model.
Section 4 summarizes the classical rhetorical
frame introduced by Hermagoras of Temnos
which
influenced
our
philosophical
foundation and conceptual model of the
Domain Requirements Modeling for ITservice systems. Section 4 outlines the
application of Domain requirements
modeling for Ophthalmologic DDDSN and
its contribution to grounding of aim and
goals for solution modeling. Section 5
describes the different concerns of services
depending on the phases. As we need a more
detailed view to the notion of a service. We
conclude in Section 6 providing conclusions,
and future research initiatives.
2 CROSS-DISCIPLINARY ITSERVICE SYSTEMS
Ophthalmology covers around 3,000 eye
diseases and is identified using images of
the eye. The images are a vital part of the
knowledge and the characteristics of the
diseases leading to effective treatment
procedures [8]. For each of the diseases
there is a collection of images which are
predominantly assets of the specialist and
are not accessible or used by other
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specialists. Those collections of images and
accompanying knowledge of treatments are
a vital part of the knowledge that is available
but not harnessed in a useful and effective
manner to treat patients irrespective of their
country of residence or their life situation.
An Ophthalmologic Research Institute
(ORI) in the Netherlands initiated to
establish a DDDSN for ophthalmologists. A
knowledge repository of images of
ophthalmology diseases and building
decision support through a locationindependent disease diagnosis decision
support
(DDDS)
coordination.
The
participating ophthalmologists contributing
to build the ophthalmology image repository
incrementally and use the network to
organize focused working groups, and reach
out to collaborating groups to establish an
expert community of ophthalmologists. The
motivation behind this is to harvest tangible
benefit in the form of shared access to this
unique image repository to achieve
interoperability and location-independent
decision support, for the benefit of
specialists from all over the world, and to be
able to treat their patients with up-to-date
disease diagnosis decision support.
Medical diagnosis decision support systems
Medical diagnosis decision support is hardly
in existence [9]. An impressive amount of
medical images are daily generated in
hospitals and medical centers. Consequently,
the physicians have an increasing number of
images to analyze manually [10]. A number
of researchers have identified that
computational techniques can provide
assistance to physicians in analyzing digital
images [11] [12]. One of the problems
associated with computerized medical
diagnosis is the mounting resistance due to
the fear of being replaced by a computer and
in turn losing the prestigious position of
medical practitioners. Therefore, DDDS are
hardly available [9] [10] [11].
In the practice, an ophthalmologist’s
diagnoses are not contested or validated by
another specialist. Access to a system that
generates a second opinion has an added
value in serving as an extra pair of eyes

without
violating
the
autonomy,
professionalism or credibility of the
ophthalmology profession. Such a system
contributes vastly to the decision making
process in all medical fields [13], [14], and it
has greater odds of acceptance by
specialists.
Age-related
Macular
Degeneration
(ARMD)
Age-related macular degeneration (ARMD)
is the main cause of decreased visual acuity
in patients older than 65 years in the
Netherlands and the rest of the western
countries [15]. ARMD results in a
deterioration of the central retinal function
and is the leading cause of blindness in
people over 65 years of age in Europe and
the U.S. Because of the localization of the
macula in the center of the retina, advanced
age-related macular degeneration often leads
to irreversible loss of social skills, such as
reading ability. Two forms of ARMD are
distinguished: the atrophic form and the
neovascular, exudative, or wet form.
The atrophic form, typically, involves the
choriocapillaris, retinal pigment epithelium
(RPE), and photoreceptor elements (rods
and cones) and does not involve leakage of
blood or serum; hence, it is called dry
ARMD. The neovascular, exudative form
includes serous or hemorrhagic detachment
of RPE and choroidal neovascularization,
which leads to leakage of blood and serum;
hence, it is called exudative or wet ARMD.
Wet ARMD progresses to fibrovascular
scarring of the macular area.
Loss of vision can occur in either of the
two forms of the disorder. The wet form,
with choroidal neovascularization, is more
aggressive and may progress more rapidly to
blindness. Among patients with severe loss
of
visual
acuity,
choroidal
neovascularization (CNV) is the cause in at
least 80% of the cases. Leakage of blood or
serum as a result of CNV may occur
precipitously and is often associated with the
abrupt loss or distortion of vision. CNV can
be identified before scarring and extensive
leakages have caused irreversible loss of
vision. Currently, there are no treatment
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options for the atrophic form of ARMD. In
2007, treatment options became available
for the treatment of wet ARMD. These
drugs have to be administered by monthly
intravitreal injection and as a result have
increased the workload for ophthalmologists
extensively. This increase is not only a result
of the frequent injections but also because
images of the retina (fundus photography,
optical coherence tomography (OCT) scans)
are required for the follow-up of disease
progression during the treatment period as
well.
The proposed advanced cross-disciplinary
DDDSN-system has three services for
practicing ophthalmologists: (1) decision
support image base, (2) continuous
knowledge enhancement of the image base,
and (3) an on-demand learning module for
specialists and residents to update their
diagnosis and knowledge.
DDDSN initiative exposes the systems
designing to the challenges of the evolution
of the application domain. This is a crucial
challenge for modern cross-disciplinary ITservice systems, as per definition they are
web information systems, are notorious for
their low ’half-life’ period and the high
potential of evolution, migration and
integration. Therefore, it is necessary to
incorporate application domain requirements
modeling into such systems building
approaches.
In the following section we will explore
the service concept, its frameworks, and
conceptualization approaches in order to
formulate a service modeling approach for
domain requirements acquisition.
3 EXPLORING THE SERVICE
CONCEPT AND ITS FRAMEWORKS
Service science is an initiative of IBM [43]
that launched the emerging academic field
for studying service systems to discover
underlying principles that can guide the
innovation, design and development of
service systems [55]. As a distinct
interdisciplinary field, it searches for an
ideology and a unifying paradigm [43].

The
Resource-Event-Agent
Ontology

(REA)

REA ontology’s conceptual origin lies in the
traditional accounting applications which
use the double-entry bookkeeping technique
for managing financial systems where
business transactions are recorded as a credit
and a debit thus a double entry. REA
ontology formulated as in the original article
[46] was further articulated and extended by
others, e.g., [40] and [42]. The core concepts
in the REA ontology are resources,
economic event, and agent. The fundamental
behind the ontology is that there are two
ways agents can increase or decrease the
value of their resources: through exchange
and conversion process [42]. An economic
resource is a valuable good, right, or service
that is at a given point is under the
identifiable control of an economic agent.
An economic resource is under the control
of an economic agent if that person owns the
resources or otherwise able to derive
economic benefit from it. If two economic
agents desire to obtain control over one or
more economic resources controlled by the
other agent, then both agents may wish to
engage as trading partners in an economic
exchange, which is a business transaction
that transfers the control of resources
between agents. A transfer of control of a
resource(s) from one agent to another agent
is modeled as an economic event in which
the concerned resource(s) are identified as a
stockflow relation and agents anticipate in
provider and receiver roles. Economic
reciprocity in exchanges is modeled through
the duality relation between economic
events and requesting events such as
payments, in which the provider and
receiver roles of the involved agents are
switched.
The RSS Model
The Resource-Service-Systems (RSS) model
for service systems [51] is an adaptation of
REA model stressing that REA is a
conceptual model of economic exchange,
and it is not a model of service exchange,
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because of the influence of ServiceDominant Logic (SDL) [57] in the RSS.
SDL has been proposed as the
philosophical foundation of service science
for providing the right perspective,
vocabulary, and assumptions to build a
theory
of
service
science,
their
configurations and models of interaction
[57]. SDL sees all economic activity as
service exchange between service systems
[57]. In SDL, service is a competence that
exchanges for the benefit of other service
systems. In contrast to traditional GoodsDominant Logic (GDL) model [57], SDL
sees a service as a collaborative process in
which each party brings in or makes
accessible its unique resources. RSS model
serves as a generalized conceptual model for
positioning service within the resources and
systems, but it does not help in
conceptualizing an IT service system at the
event of innovation, design and development
of IT artifacts.
The Three Perspectives on Services
The abstraction, restriction, and co-creation
is introduced as a conceptual model of
service concept that views services as
perspectives on the use and offering of
resources [34]. The perspectives addressed
by this conceptual model are: service as a
means for abstraction; service as means for
providing restricted access to resources; and
service as a means for co-creation of value.
It relies on the argument that: in the classical
manufacture economic model service has
been defined and characterized by
identifying properties such as intangibility,
inseparability,
heterogeneity,
and
perishability in the Goods-Dominant Logic
(GDL) model [57]. The existence of other
kinds of resources that cannot be
distinguished of those that have been
identified in GDL is seen as a problematic
for services. It has been suggested to stop
searching for properties of services that
uniquely define them, and instead to view
and investigate services as perspectives on
the use and offering of resources [38, 05].

This model too has its origin of adaptation
and extension in the REA model and can be
categorized as a generalized conceptual
model for the service concept.
Web Service Description Language
Much of scientific research in service
systems are being dominated by web service
modeling and conceptualization structural
and behavior dependencies of web services
[39]. These web service modeling
initiatives, e.g., [39] are seeking full-fledged
modeling languages for providing the
appropriate conceptual model for developing
and describing web services and their
composition [60], [47], and [50], and [45].
The web service domain concentrate on
Service-Orientated Architectures (SOAs),
software
systems
decomposed
into
independent units, named as services that
interact with one another through message
exchanges. The main goal is to promote
reuse and evolve-ability, as they start at
early phases as possible describing these
interactions in the development life-cycle.
From standards such as BPEL [47] and WSCDL [60] to languages with purposes
derived from their requirements [54]
overshadow the service systems and service
concept in the contrary to our motivation of
a conceptual model for IT service system.
In the reflections of SOA, OASIS it is
evident that services are a combination of
technical as well as a social concept [47] and
that most of the desired expectations in the
use of SOA-based systems are rooted in
social rather than of physical ones. It is also
paramount the creation of value in the
context of Service-Dominant Logic in
contrast to Goods-Dominant Logic [45].
Service Modeling Notations
The ambiguity and the overly extensively
use of the term service in research and
industry has resulted in service oriented
technologies, infrastructures and approaches
targeting different problems and application
domains leading to little or no consensus on
its definition, or in the notations used. Often
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similar ideas with related concepts are
developed into service-oriented approaches
such as web-services [49], and [61] and
service oriented architectures, featureoriented systems in telecommunications
[62], and [62], and service in the
middleware technologies [48], and [56]. At
the light of this confusing use of the term
service we look at the service modeling
notations from the modeling perspective and
service definition contexts used and useful
for design and identification of IT services.
Modelling Services as Components within
the Software Development Process
Apparently, service is considered throughout
the requirements development process as
software components [28]. According to this
view it derives services in terms of software
component services for requirements
engineering, modeling and architectural
design, implementation and integration, and
deployment and runtime.
Requirements engineering is concerned
with capturing and agreeing on the
functional and non-functional properties of
systems in a structured way. Classical ways
to conduct requirements elicitation and
analysis is via structured natural language
text using text-based tools such as Word,
Doors etc. Usage scenarios are captured as
use cases and dependencies depicted as use
case diagrams. A multifunctional system is
represented as a system offering a number of
separate, partially mutually dependent
service functions similar to capturing
different use cases of a system. Services are
pieces of functionality that each providing a
partial view on the functionality of the
system under certain aspects of usage. In
entirety, all service dependencies and
interactions make up the systems
functionality. Non-functional requirements
are associated with the system or its
services. Synonyms for this interpretation of
service are system function, feature, use
case, scenario etc. services can vary in their
granularity or degree of preciseness. In case
of a precisely defined notation of service,
the functional properties of the system can

be captured in terms of services. Services
can depend on other services. The type of
dependency can be further distinguished.
Services interact, control or influence each
other and theses dependencies are depicted
in service dependency graphs [52].
Model-Bases Development
Modeled-based development [53], [35], and
[36] helps to handle the complexity that
comes with the development of distributed
software. Precisely defined models provide
abstractions and notational elements for all
stakeholders throughout the development
cycle. Models are used to provide multiple
consistent views on the system and its
architecture on different levels of
abstraction, tailored for specific intents. The
architecture of a reactive system is an
essential design artifact in the development
process; it needs to effectively support all
services of the system in often
heterogeneous, distributed environments.
The decomposition of a system into its parts
and their interconnections determines the
further quality of the system, influencing
properties such as performance, robustness,
maintainability, flexibility to change, etc.
Services are used as a way of structuring
both modeling process and the models. In
service based approaches to architectures,
services are the design entities that derive
the architecture development and component
identification. Services capture defined
pieces of functionality and are associated
with elements of the software architecture
components and their patterns. The service
models functionality is provided by
interplay of collaborating architectural
entities. To describe interactions in the
course of service delivery between
independent entities sequence diagrams or
MSCs [44] are used. The center of concern
in model-based design has so far been
individual components rather than their inter
play. Here the service-oriented development
approach can be characterized as a seamless
extension of component-based development
towards a higher level of abstraction and
functional view on the system with system-
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wide, component crosscutting functionality.
The concept of service decouples abstract
behavior
from
the
implementation
architectures,
by
emphasizing
the
interactions among components.
In the Implementation Phase of the
development process, the design model is
realized by actual hardware and program
codes. The implementation varies depending
on the applied strategy. In case of modelbased development with comprehensive and
precise design models, code generation can
be performed (semi-) automatically. Manual
coding where applied needs to follow the
design model to fulfill the designed
properties. Implementing a distributed
system based on a design model and
component architecture is a difficult task
when integration of components requires
much care and effort to create consistent,
efficient
and
homogenous
systems.
Important concepts for this regard are
packaging and robustness of components,
availability of suitable syntactic and
semantic component interfaces, powerful
tools and flexible infrastructures as the basis
of implementation.
Existing service technologies enable to
define services as functional interfaces of
components or objects. Functionality is
encapsulated behind such service interfaces
on a suitable level of abstraction and
granularity. Such service implementations
are usually stateless; they do not depend on
the caller or environment state besides the
parameters given during the service
invocation. This allows a higher degree of
deployment flexibility, robustness and
decoupling. Service-oriented middleware
can provide local or remote access to
services and applications are structured as an
interplay or workflow of multiple service
invocations.
Web service technology defines
standards, protocols and methodology in
order to provide well defined functionalities
as web services, to describe the interfaces
using WSDL [58], and to connect services
using a service-oriented middleware, such as
DotNet [49] to form device-oriented
distributed applications.

Feature-driven development makes
features the center of concern. Systems are
specified and developed in terms of
independent features that are later integrated
to form a complete system. The features are
based on a system core, providing the basic
functionality. Features depend on and
overlay each other. There needs to be a
defined process to define the dependencies
and interactions of the features in order to
maintain the consistency and coherence of
the system. In such systems, as they occur in
the telecommunication domain, extensions
happen by adding new features that modify
the existing feature functionality or that add
new functionality to the system. Features or
services are considered as the basic units of
increment and change in the systems
development process and implementation.
During Service Deployment and
Runtime, in order for a system to be
executed, the executable code which as
mostly packaged in components are required
to be distributed across computational
nodes, processes, electronic control units,
etc. The process of deployment is influenced
by infrastructure constraints, hardware and
networking
layout,
reliability,
and
performance considerations. At this stage
the actual efficiency of the system in its
environment is determined. The final
wirings and configurations of the
components are made and adapted to the
chosen
middleware
and
network
infrastructure; furthermore the component
execution life cycle is determined. How and
when are components initialized? How
many instances and replicas of components
are present? How components modified,
reconfigured and shut down? During the
execution and runtime of distributed
systems, services can be used as
distinguishable,
modular,
executable,
deployable entities that make up a serviceoriented architecture. Service can be
instantiated, initialized, registered and
published, looked up, accessed, deployed
and dynamically connected. It is important
for the flexible service-oriented architectures
to have the capability to dynamically look
up services during run-time. A central
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registry or search site needs to be common
knowledge in such a system landscape.
Services that match certain syntactical
criteria and fulfill certain behavioral
assumptions can be selected and used
immediately. This collaboration is often
called the service triangle based on the three
riles involved: service provider, service
requestor and service registry. Web service
infrastructures, for instance, often contain
requestor entities, provider entities and
registries that communicate using standard
protocols such as SOAP for message
exchange, WSDL for service description and
UDDI for service registration and look up.
In mobile environments, services are the
pieces of functionality that networks and
mobile applications make available to the
user. Availability of certain services is
subject to a certain context or location and
the service itself might require adaptation
depending on the current virtual or physical
environment. The environment itself might
change, as might the location of the user
relative to the environment. Systems need to
reflect that, and adapt, reconfigure, and
recalibrate.
Service-Orientation
Domains

in

Application

In web service architectures [59] the web
service systems are built upon following
entities: First, service providers, which are
technical systems for example agents or
servers that make available and perform
services for the environment on behalf of
humans or business entities. The provided
services have a defined description and
usage interface. Second, service requesters
or consumers and users, select and use the
services that satisfy their business needs.
Service requesters similarly are technical
systems acting on behalf of human or
business entities. Third, optionally, a
mediating middle instance such as registry
or directory, which connects service requests
and service providers; it provides service
registration and lookup functions to both
providers and requesters. Service providers
themselves can act as service requesters and

thus form higher level services by
aggregating or composing other services. An
interaction between service requesters and
service provider is often called a
conversation.
Roots of service-orientation lie in the area
of telecommunication. One of the prominent
approaches of this domain is very domainspecific in its nature and mainly focus on
modeling routing problems and feature
interactions
[62],
and
[62].
For
telecommunication systems it is assumed
that a base functionality already exists. The
main goal of a feature-oriented approach is
how to add, remove, modify, and combine
pieces of functionality later in the life cycle
of such systems. A feature of a software
system is an optional or incremental unit of
functionality [62]. The feature specification
contains an action, enabling condition, and
priority. The action is performed if the
enabling condition is true and the feature has
the highest priority. A feature-oriented
description is a description of a software
system organized by features, consisting of a
base description and feature modules, each
of which describes a separate feature. The
set of possible system behaviors is obtained
by applying a composition operator to the
base description and the feature descriptions.
The composition operator must ensure that
in any situation the feature with the highest
priority must be performed. In case of
features with a lower priority, their enabling
conditions must be changed accordingly.
Seven Contexts for Service Design
The characteristic concerns and methods of
those seven different design contexts is
represented in an unifying view spanning
over the information-intensive service
systems design and modeling paradigm [3].
The focus is on the information required to
perform the service, how the responsibility
to provide this information is divided
between the service provider and service
consumer, and the patterns that govern
information exchange yielding a more
abstract description of service encounters
and outcomes. Thereby, it makes it easier to
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see the systematic relationships among the
contexts that can be exploited as design
parameters or patterns, such as the
substitutability of stored or contextual
information
for
person-to-person
interactions.
This view of seven contexts for service
design [3] reveals the intrinsic design
challenges that are inherent within the nature
of the information required to perform a
service, and emphasizes the need of design
choices that allocate the responsibility to
provide this information between the service
provider and service consumer. The
information requirements and the division of
labor for satisfying them determine the
nature and intensity of the interactions in the
service system.
In order to overcome many of the
limitations of design approaches that focus
more narrowly on the distinctive concerns of
each context, a service description language
with a more abstract approach that applies to
all contexts is required. Therefore, the next
sections of this paper will focus on the
definition of such a service description
language.
A service concept for the service design
research has been identified in [41], [43],
[55] and [37] as the key concept for service
innovation, design and development and
describes a service concept as a how and
what of service design and uses as a mediate
between customer needs and organizations
strategic intents. While the service concept
is widely used there is very little has been
said in terms of a service innovation, design
and development as an IT service system.
An IT service system needs to integrate the
social, physical and technological aspects in
order to provide a service that creates value
with social effects. Therefore, in the
following sections a general notion for a
conceptual model for IT service systems
outlined and defined as a framework that
separates concerns such as service as a
product, service as an offer, service request,
service delivery, service application, service
record, service log or archive and also
service exception, which allows supports a
general characterization of services by their

ends, their stakeholders, their application
domain, their purpose and their context.
In the following section we introduce a
novel conceptual model for service systems
modeling.
4 THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR
SERVICE MODELING
A well-known fact in systems engineering is
that we must thoroughly understand the
requirements of the intended IT system
before we dive into development and it is
true for developing cross-disciplinary ITservice systems, thus we must understand its
requirements. The requirements elicitation is
only successful when we have understood
the functioning domain of the potential ITservice system. The term domain
engineering has been around for some time
in the software systems engineering field.
Domain is an area of human activity or an
area of science, generally referred to as a
universe of discourse. Domains are named
with sufficiently well delineated and
justifiable names and are well distinguished
from neighboring universes or areas to avoid
unnecessary overlap and confusion. Some
examples of domains are: air traffic,
financial service industry such as, banks,
insurance companies, portfolio managers,
stock brokers, traders and exchanges, etc.,
[31]
Ideally, domain requirements describe an
idealized view of the domain [31] and in a
more abstract manner domain can be
described by a collection of services
offerings. Informally, we define domain
requirements modeling as the description of
domain’s IT services and requirements
expressed using the terms of the domain.
The service concept plays an increasingly
important key role in service design and
development literature. Surprisingly little
has been written about the service concept
itself and its important role in IT service
systems innovation, design and development
[4]. The service concept defines the what,
how and who on what basis of service
innovation, design, and development and
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helps mediate between customer or
consumer needs and an organizations
strategic intent [5], when extended above the
generalized business and technological
abstraction levels, the conceptual model for
IT service systems can serve the following
purposes [4]: Fundamental elements for
developing applications; Organizing the
discrete functions contained in (business)
applications
comprised of underlying
business process or workflows into inter
operable,
(standards-based)
services;
Services abstracted from implementations
representing natural fundamental building
blocks that can synchronize the functional
requirements and IT implementations
perspective; Services to be combined,
evolved and/or reused quickly to meet
business needs; Represent an abstraction
level independent of underlying technology.
Therefore, we use the (W4 + W4 + W14H)
specification frame of [4] for the IT-service
systems Domain Requirements Modeling
language. A detailed description of the (W4
+ W4 + W14H) specification frame and its
conceptual model is available in [4].
Domain requirements modeling
Specification Frames
The Zachman framework uses the classical
W6H description (who – when – where –
what – how- why). The key questions in
systems development are: Who will be using
the system? When the system will be used?
Where is the information system used?
What is represented in the system? How will
the system be used? Why is the system
used?
We observe further that there are additional
dimensions that are of importance:
Competency; time (schedule; delay);
environment (context; technical and
organizational); quality (in which quality;
with
which
guarantees);
runtime
characteristics (adaptation; exceptions;
delay); collaboration (with whom, which
exchange, on which basis, which portfolio
and profile); additional motivation (on
which reason). Additionally, we should take

into consideration the policy, intention, goal,
and aim of the provider.
One might ask now whether this list is
exhaustive and substantial. Also, we need a
prioritization of these questions. Therefore
we need an approach that allows considering
the main characteristics in a systematic and
surveyable way.
We discover that the specification
framework may be headed by the questions
who, what, when, where, why, in what way,
by what means. This framework has not
been developed in the computer age. It is far
older. It dates back to Cicero and even to
Hermagoras of Temnos1 who was one of the
inventors of rhetoric frames in the 2nd
century BC. The later has been using a
frame consisting of the seven questions:
Quis, quid, quando, ubi, cur, quem ad
modum, quibus adminiculis (W7: Who,
what, when, where, why, in what way, by
what means). These questions generalize the
Zachman framework developed far later.
Domain requirement models specify the
domain’s requirements in reference to a
service offering
Services are to be characterized by their
specific properties, the supplier or
manufacturer, the pricing that is applicable,
and the costs depending on the user,
provider and deliverer. Further, services can
be kept in an inventory of their providers,
their suppliers or their deliverers. Service
may be composed of other services. Some
information on products is independent of
the supplier or provider. Other information,
e.g. pricing and availability depends on the
supplier.
This approach is used by the Service
Modeling Language by W3C. It becomes
very sophisticated with many characteristics
that must be given. There is no hierarchy in
the specification. An idea we might use for
such characterization is separation of
1

The work of Hermagoras of Temnos is almost
lost. He have had a great influence on orality
due to his proposals. For instance, Cicero has
intensively discussed his proposals and made
them thus available.
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concern by aspects and layering of
specifications depending on the maturity
stage. The first approach is the basis for our
specification frame that allows us to
describe a service. The second approach is
used for the specification of an advanced
cross-disciplinary IT service system.
The service is primarily declared by
specifying
- ends or purpose (wherefore) of the service
and thus the benefit a potential user may
obtain when using the service,
- sources (whereof) of the services with the
a general description of the environment for
the service,
- supporting means (wherewith) which
must be known to potential users in the case
of utilizing the service, and
- surplus value (worthiness) a service
utilization might give to the user.
The purpose description governs the
service. It allows to characterize the service.
This characterization is based on the
answers for the following questions: why,
whereto, when, for which reason. We call
these properties primary since they define in
which cases a service has a usage, usability
and usefulness. They define the potential
and the capability of the service.
A full description of IT services is based on
the four-dimensional specification:
(a) The primary service description
describes the service.
(b) The party dimension describes the
stakeholders involved into a service. Parties
may play different roles, may have different
parts in the story of service application, may
have obligations, permissions and may also
be restricted in their capabilities and
competencies. Typical descriptions for the
party dimensions are given while answering
the by whom, to whom, and whichever
questions.
(c) The activity dimension describes the
processes played during service application.
These processes may use resources, may be
supported by functions provided by the
service system and given at the side of the
business user of a service, may result in a
number of changes to data, to control and to
rights.

(d) The application domain dimension
describes the problems to be solved by the
service, the application area in which a
service is usable, the typical approaches
within this application area, the typical
solutions that are sought for the problems
under consideration. We thus answer
questions like wherein, where, for what,
wherefrom, whence, what.
Additionally we might also declare the
context characteristics for a service. Context
has at least four sides: provider or developer
or supplier context for a service, the user
context for a service, the system environment
context that must exist for service
utilization, and the coexistence context for a
service within a set of services. Therefore,
these context dimensions are declared by
answering the following questions: whereat,
whereabout, whither, when.
To summarize, our service description
language is thus based on the following
questions:
- Primarily: wherefore, whereof, wherewith,
worthiness, and additionally why, whereto,
when, for which reason;
- Secondarily: by whom, to whom,
whichever; wherein, where, for what,
wherefrom, whence, what; how;
- Additionally: whereat, whereabout,
whither, when.
We call our framework the W*H (stands for
W4 + W4 + W14H) specification frame
where H stands for How. The kernel of this
framework is the (W4 + W10H)
questionnaire.
5 APPLICATION OF THE SERVICE
MODEL TO DOMAIN REQUIREMENT
MODELING
Figure 1 (Appendix 1) is a summarized
version of the application of the W*H
specification frame for Domain Requirement
Modeling. The fundus images that are
acquired for clinical care at the institute are
stored centrally in Topcon IMAGEnet i-base
[16]. It provides access to those stored
images from workstations around the
hospital. The system contains a database of
both images and patient records.
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The comprehensibility of the Domain
Requirement Model became the main
contributor to the understanding of the
domain requirements. Its compactness helps
to validate domain knowledge during
solution modeling discussions with the
stakeholders such as Ophthalmologists with
high demanding work schedules. Finally, it
contribute as the primary input model for
solution modeling leading to the IT-service
systems projection on the evaluations
criteria of systems functioning on its
trustworthiness, flexibility to change, and
efficient manageability and maintainability.
6 THE REFINEMENT OF THE W*H
SPECIFICATION FRAMEWORK
The W*H framework provides a very
convenient way of understanding a service,
for learning the service, and for deployment
of a service. It is based on a separation of
concern into the end, the sources, the
supporting means, the surplus values of the
service, the purpose, the activities in the
application domain, the parties involved at
different phases, the application domain,
and the context. This separation of concern
provides a simple and at the same time very
powerful way to understand the main
ingredients of a service. We may also
categorize these concerns into (a) basis and
background, (b) sources and technology for
development, (c) supporting means for use
and the corresponding surplus values, and
(d) the application domain activities. The
service is additionally governed by four
directives: (e) the purpose, (f) the
community of practice, (g) the context of the
service, and the (h) portfolio of the service.
The governors are typically taken as
granted. The W*H framework shows
however that the governors might also be
revised and evolved. The different
stakeholders and parties involved form a
community of practice. In Appendix II
Figure 2 depicts these different concerns.
The Detailed Service Description
For service development and service use the
general picture in Figure 2 (Appendix II)

might be too general. We observe first that
the basis and the background consist of
many different aspects that have an impact
on the service. The foundation is typically
hidden and not visible. It consists of general
paradigms that guide the corresponding
discipline, of the culture as rules, standards
and habits in the discipline, the business
background, and finally restrictions by laws
and rules that must be taken into
consideration. The background of a service
is given by tools that are used for the
development of a service, languages which
are used for description or for programming
the service, and on an infrastructure that is
assumed to be deployed for the service. The
background depends on the community of
developers and their understanding. This
community has developed a number of
specific pattern, styles, and routines. It has
to be trained according to some given
background.
Next we observe that the sources and the
technology combine a large variety of
different aspects for the development and
construction of a service. Orchestration is
typically the arrangement or composition of
different features used for the service. The
art of creating and arranging features into a
service is often called choreography. This
art rules instrumentation of features.
Instrumentation is nothing else than the
arrangement or composition of features. The
development pillar for a service is typically
based on the experiences, on the established
practices and the collaboration style and
pattern in the given discipline. Services use
some given standards and are built on the
basis of some architectures. Typically an
efficient development is based on templates,
configurations, and specific compositions.
Development is based on systems and
workbenches.
The same style of refinement may be
applied to description of the supporting
means and the surplus values of the service.
The usage pillar of a service supports all
given business cases and the envisioned
usage of a service. Services are often
evolving from simpler versions of the same
application task and are thus consolidated.
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Beside the classical supporting means we
use a number of developed solutions and
integrate the use of the given service with
other services. The usage is harmonized
with different other services by plugs. The
use is guided and also supported by usage
programs. Finally, the surplus value is an
element of the quality characterization. We
may distinguish the internal quality of a
service that is a measure of the development
pillar, the external quality of the service, and
the quality of use which incorporates the
surplus value of the service. The evaluation
is bundled into a SWOT profile: Strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.
The application domain and the activities
are typically based on application cases. The
service satisfies a number of business
requirements. The service plays a number of
functions in the application.
Finally we need to revise the governors.
The purpose is based on goals, on the
intention of the service, and the profile of
the service. The portfolio is typically based
on a number of business rules.
Therefore we arrive with a more detailed
model of a service depicted in Figure 3
(Appendix II).
Phases of Service Existence
Services do not occur from somewhere. We
may distinguish a number of phases:
Planning: Before a system or a service is
developed it must be planned. Planning
takes into consideration the application
cases and the envisioned functions of the
service. It is governed by the business rules
and the portfolio from one side and the
goals, intention and profile of the service
from the other side. It typically takes the
foundation for granted. The background is a
matter of selection and preliminary
evaluation.
Building: The building phase uses the
background as granted. It concentrates on
the application cases. The development
pillar is now the main area for concerns.
These concerns are governed by the
community of practice and the context of the
envisioned service.

Using: After the construction and
development of a service the usage pillar is
the main source for concerns. The
community of practice governs now the
deployment, the style and pattern of use, the
guideline for proper use, and the service
facilities for the service. The application
domain often expands the functions in which
the service is going to be used. This
expansion results in later requests for
revision and evolution.
Evolving: Services are revised, expanded
and reconsidered after some experience of
use has been gained. We may distinguish
between evolution, complete revision and
migration. The evolution of a service results
in another more powerful version of a
service. Evolution does not revise the
fundament of a service. It is typically also
not governed by a change of the goals,
intentions and the profile. All other concerns
are however of interest.
These phases are based on different
concerns. We concentrate during planning
typically on the fundament and the options
for service development. The other concerns
are secondary concerns. We display the
different concerns for planning, building,
using and evolving in Figures 4 and 5
(Apendix II).
7 CONCLUSIONS
This
research
work presents
two
contributions: A visionary revision to
medical diseases diagnosis decision support
and revision to classical domain modeling in
the information and service systems field by
the introduction of domain requirements
modeling.
Published studies of clinical decision
support systems (CDSS) suggest that they
enhance clinical performance for drug
dosing, preventive care, and other aspects of
medical care but not convincingly for
disease diagnosis. The development of a
DDDSN is a paradigmatic revision that
enables true DDDS in the medical field. The
need for the exchange of information on
prevention and slowing of the disease is
more dire. The autonomous nature of the
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medical field leads to diagnoses that are not
validated by other colleagues. This practice
has worked since the onset of the medical
field, but a DDDSN will bring a second pair
of eyes to the validation process of
decisions, contributing to a more precise
identification of diseases and leading to
more successful treatments. The proposed
development of the DDDSN is primarily for
a specific disease: exudative age-related
macular degeneration (ARMD). The
systems evolution is estimated to
accommodate 3,000 other diseases typically
treated at eye hospitals. ARMD results in a
deterioration of the central retinal function
and is the leading cause of blindness in
elderly people in Europe and the USA. The
DDDSN propose to establish a network for
ophthalmologists that will enable and
enhance knowledge sharing for disease
diagnosis decision support. The use of this
network will create a shared, consistent, and
scientifically accurate image repository of
eye diseases for the use in diagnosis
decision support.
Domain Requirement Modeling improves
the understanding of the domain and its
requirements acquisition for engineering
cross-disciplinary IT-service systems. This
novel approach fill the gap in domain
specific requirements elicitation and it
abstracts the service description from the
classical rhetorical frame introduced by
Hermagoras of Temnos (Quis, quid, quando,
ubi, cur, quem ad modum, quibus
adminiculis (W7: Who, what, when, where,
why, in what way, by what means)).
Domain
Requirements
Modeling
is
evaluated by application to a real-life
situation – to establish a DDDSN for
ARMD treatments, a true cross-disciplinary
real-life application. Moreover, the models
compactness helps to validate domain
knowledge during solution modeling
discussions with the stakeholders with high
demanding work schedules. Also, Model
contributes as the primary domain input
model leading to the IT-service systems
projection on solution modeling. In the
future we will fine tune our model by
introducing traceable links between the

models main components and IT-service
systems evaluations criteria of systems
functioning on its trustworthiness, flexibility
to change, and efficient manageability and
maintainability
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Appendix 1
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Figure 1: Application of W*H Domain Requirements Modeling Framework
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Appendix II

Figure 2: The Separation of Concern for the W*H Specification Framework of the Service

Figure 3: The Refinement of the Service Description Framework to the Service Description House
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Figure 4: The Planning and the Building Phases of Service Existence

Figure 5: The Using and the Evolving Phases of Service Existence
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